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FLIGHTSAFETY INTERNATIONAL NAMES ARIEL LANDAU  
E LEARNING OPERATIONS MANAGER 

LA GUARDIA AIRPORT, New York (March 30, 2009) – FlightSafety International is pleased to 
announce that Ariel Landau has been named eLearning Operations Manager.  

 FlightSafety offers a wide variety of self-paced eLearning courses including aircraft 
operations, systems, avionics, management and safety systems. The eLearning programs 
benefit from FlightSafety’s training experience, course content expertise, and instructional 
design methodology.  

 “Our eLearning Customers have, and will continue to, benefit from Ariel’s expertise 
in Web development and communications as well as his experience in marketing, E-
commerce, online databases and design,” said Jon Pollack, Director, Courseware Support, 
FlightSafety International. 

 Ariel joined FlightSafety’s eLearning Operations team in April 2006 as Marketing 
Manager and was named acting Operations Manager in June 2008. Prior to joining the 
company, he worked for the Government of Ontario, Canada, as a Web professional. He held 
positions of increased responsibility in the Tourism, Justice, and Insurance/Pension sectors 
and also played an instrumental role in helping the Canadian government achieve 
accessibility standards for its websites. 

 Landau holds a Master’s Degree in Political Science/International Relations and a 
Bachelor of Arts in Political Science and Mass Communications from York University in 
Toronto, Canada. 

 FlightSafety’s eLearning programs offer an efficient and effective way to supplement 
the training our customers receive at our Learning Centers. The company uses a robust and 
versatile Learning Management System whose interactive features cater to pilot, maintenance, 
flight attendant, and ground handler training.  Using unique usernames and passwords, the 
system allows an operator to track and report on a trainee’s progress, and a sophisticated 
built-in examination system validates the understanding and retention of course material. The 
courses are available individually or through an annual subscription to FlightSafety’s Online 
Enrichment Library. 

FlightSafety International is the world’s premier professional aviation training 
company and supplier of flight simulators, visual systems and displays to commercial, 
government and military organizations. We provide more than a million hours of training 
each year to pilots, technicians and other aviation professionals. FlightSafety operates the 
world’s largest fleet of advanced full flight simulators at our extensive network of Learning 
Centers located in the United States, Canada and Europe. 
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